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THOMSON REUTERS ANNOUNCES BREAKTHROUGH SEARCH CAPABILITY  

WITH GOFILEROOM ES™ AND QUICKLAUNCH 

Dexter, MI, August 1, 2008—The Tax & Accounting business of Thomson Reuters, formerly 
Thomson Tax & Accounting, announces the release of QuickLaunch—a powerful new utility that, in 
combination with GoFileRoom ES, sets the new standard for document management search 
functionality. With QuickLaunch, users can instantly search and identify documents and/or workflow 
folders stored in GoFileRoom ES from third-party applications. 
 
QuickLaunch elevates the sophisticated index and full text search capabilities in GoFileRoom ES. 
Using QuickLaunch, customers can now query GoFileRoom ES documents from other applications—
like those within Thomson Reuters’ CS Professional Suite and Enterprise Suite, as well as competitor 
products. When working in a core application, users can search documents without having to launch 
GoFileRoom ES in tandem. The primary benefit is significant time savings—accomplished via 
pervasive integration across numerous applications. 
 
"Our primary goal is to help our users save time, which is why we consistently enhance our 
applications and develop new and innovative utilities—like QuickLaunch,” said Adam Kupperman, 
Senior Director of Enterprise Sales, Thomson Reuters. “Our customers spend a great deal of time 
working in their core applications, such as tax or Microsoft Outlook. The old paradigm had them 
logging in to their document management system separately and searching for needed documents 
related to a client or engagement. With QuickLaunch, that step is eliminated.” 
 
GoFileRoom ES is Thomson Reuters’ integrated and secure online document management, 
workflow, and scanning solution. For more information about Thomson Reuters’ products and 
services, please visit ES.ThomsonReuters.com. 
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About Thomson Reuters 

Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for businesses and 
professionals. We combine industry expertise with innovative technology to deliver critical information 
to leading decision makers in the financial, legal, tax and accounting, scientific, healthcare and media 
markets, powered by the world’s most trusted news organization. With headquarters in New York and 
major operations in London and Eagan, Minnesota, Thomson Reuters employs more than 50,000 
people in 93 countries. Thomson Reuters shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: 
TRI); Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX: TRI); London Stock Exchange (LSE: TRIL); and Nasdaq 
(NASDAQ: TRIN). For more information, go to www.thomsonreuters.com. 
 
The Tax & Accounting business of Thomson Reuters (formerly Thomson Tax & Accounting) is the 
leading provider of technology and information solutions, as well as integrated tax compliance 
software and services to accounting, tax and corporate finance professionals in accounting firms, 
corporations, law firms and government. Tax & Accounting includes the Professional Software & 
Services, Corporate Software & Services, and Research & Guidance business groups.  
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